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I love
Commanding Officer Mark Wright loves his role with the cadets

Story by Anthony Cini

F

ormer Dubbo police officer Mark
Wright got involved with the
Australian Air Force Cadets
(AAFC) seven years ago, and since then
has worked his way up to the role of
Commanding Officer.
His job requires him to oversee the
education of the many air cadets in
Dubbo, as they join at the age of 13 and
may leave with the dreams of joining the
Army or Air Force after the age of 19.
For many of the cadets, gun handling
and range shooting is the beginning of
their education, with many never having
held a gun before. But that is why they
progress up the chain of command in
their total of seven years as cadets to
learn the ways of the Australian Air
Force, Mr Wright said.
“Four times a year, the AAFC hold
range activities at the Smallbore Rifle

Range, and invites cadets from Dubbo,
Orange and Bathurst to come along and
practice their rifle shooting with .22
calibre rifles,” he said.
The cadets learn about all the
necessary safety measures, and aim to
improve their shooting skills in a series
of different areas at the range.
“The AAFC is a youth development
organisation that teaches cadets about
safety, survival and particularly about
the aviation industry like aircraft
recognition, drill and ceremonial and
service knowledge, which is all team
building,” Mr Wright said.
He said after cadets completed their
seven years of training, they have the
option of returning as staff members,
with a high percentage of people joining
the military.
Mr Wright’s 19-year-old daughter Kate

has almost completed her training, and
helps co-ordinate the younger cadets at
the shooting range activities held
throughout the year.
“The cadets learn to respect the older
staff members, as they know the
conditions would be the same, if not
more strict, in the Australian Defence
Force,” Mr Wright said.
Many of the cadets got into the spirit
of the day, with one going so far as
camouflaging himself as he did his
target practice, while the younger
students look on with awe.
Bathurst cadet Jake Miles said he
found the role of guiding the younger
cadets “challenging yet exciting”.
“I was in their position just a few
years ago and, although the pressure
builds up, the younger cadets gain a
certain amount of respect,” he said.

With Hoffman
and Voight so
good as
friends in hard
times, you’re
sucked in
completely.
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Midnight Cowboy (1969)
It only took Jon Voight two
films past bit-roles in TV shows
to bring him into the Hollywood
spotlight, but even he would
admit it was with a lucky
break.
At least two others had been
slated to play the role of Joe
Buck and many more
considered, but he took on the
role of the naive prostitute to
then have it pay off enormously.
Based on the novel by James
Leo Herlihy, Joe moves from
Texas to the Big Apple in the
hope of becoming a big-time
hustler.
As he struggles to find his
way, he finds himself being
used by all sorts, including
con man Ratso (Dustin
Hoffman).
But their relationship
develops into a friendship as
neither can get out of their rut
and slowly get left in the
dumps to waste away.
With use of flashbacks and
dream sequences, director John
Schlesinger makes it known
that Joe feels incredibly alone,
having lost all those important
to him.
His relationship with Ratso is
initially one of necessity to
combat loneliness before harsh
realities truly bring them
together.
While in Australia the rating
is now M and in the US rated
R, it stands as the only (USA)
X-rated film to win a Best
Picture Oscar.
There are no extreme nudity
scenes or profound language,
but the film still feels strongly
adult.
Experimental with its fluidity
between past and present, it is
desperate and vulnerable, and
with Hoffman and Voight so
good as friends in hard times,
you’re sucked in completely.

Help to create a better reality
Happiness expert Janet
Poole was in Dubbo to
promote her new book How to
Get Anything You Want, Just
Like That!.
The book is available at
Red Earth Natural Healing,
The Book Connection and
Book Central, with a signing
taking place at the
Awakening Health and
Chiropractic Centre in
Dubbo.
Ms Poole was inspired to
write the book when she
sought to understand life
herself, and decided to
publish her thoughts in an
instructional book.

'Scientific evidence proves
we are extradordinarily
powerful beings, and are able
to choose whether we wreak
havoc in our lives or create
anything we want just as
easily,” Ms Poole said.
During her mission to
understand life, Ms Poole has
studied quantum physics,
neuroscience and the link
between brain-body-emotions
and aimed to emulate that in
her book.
“I did a lot of extensive
research and initially there
wasn’t a book set in place, but
a lot of colleagues and friends
were asking for information
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to be written in plain
English, and that’s what I set
out to do,” she said.
She said the feedback she
got from the book had been
positive, especially as the
book helped explain how to
incorporate those seemingly
complicated scientific facts,
that helped people create
their own reality in terms of
jobs, finances and
relationships.
“The book gives people an
understanding on how to use
their thoughts to create
reality, and I hope it inspires
people to live to their greatest
potential,” she said.

■ Janet Pole signs a copy of her book for Danielle Sparrow
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